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Zero electron kinetic energy and photoelectron spectroscopy
of the XeI 2 anion

Thomas Lenzer, Michael R. Furlanetto, Knut R. Asmis, and Daniel M. Neumark
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720
and Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 6 July 1998; accepted 15 September 1998!

The XeI2 anion and the corresponding neutralX1/2, I3/2, andII 1/2 electronic states have been
studied by means of zero electron kinetic energy~ZEKE! and photoelectron spectroscopy. The
ZEKE spectra show rich and well-resolved progressions in the low-frequency vibrations of the
anion and the neutral van der Waals complexes. From our spectroscopic data we construct model
potentials for the anion and three neutral states, which are compared to previously obtained potential
functions for this system. The intensity of theI3/2←anion transitions relative to theX1/2
←anion transitions in the XeI2 ZEKE spectrum is considerably lower than expected from a
Franck-Condon simulation based on the model potentials. Comparison with the photoelectron
spectrum of XeI2 indicates this is due to a smalls-wave partial cross section for photodetachment
to the I3/2 state. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!00148-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization of the potential energy function
tween weakly interacting species has been the subject o
tensive experimental and theoretical effort over the past
cades. As a result, many key features governing
interaction between closed shell neutral species are now
understood both experimentally and theoretically.1–3 How-
ever, considerably less is known about the interactions
tween open and closed shell species with their manifold
available potential energy surfaces. A similar statem
holds for the intermolecular forces between ions and n
trals, where from the experimental point of view the imp
mentation of sensitive spectroscopic techniques with
equate resolution is far from straightforward. Although hig
frequency, intramolecular vibrational modes in ion-neut
clusters have been characterized by a variety of infrared
tion spectroscopy experiments,4–11 the low-frequency modes
characteristic of ion-neutral binding are more difficult to o
serve.

For negatively charged species, the development of
ion ZEKE ~zero electron kinetic energy! spectroscopy12

~based on the original design for the photoionization of n
trals as introduced by Schlag and co-workers13–15! has
proven to be a powerful means of characterizing the lo
frequency vibrational modes involved in weak ion-neut
interactions. Rare gas halides (RgX2) are particularly well-
suited for such studies, and ZEKE spectra for KrBr2,
XeBr2, KrCl2,16 KrI2, ArI2, ArBr2,17 as well as the large
clusters ArnI2 (n52 – 19) and ArnBr2 (n52 – 9),18 have
already been investigated in this laboratory. The pres
study on XeI2 is a continuation of this work and part of th
ongoing effort in our group to obtain anion ZEKE spectra
the complete RgX2 series.

The charged RgnX2 species represent the simplest s
vated ionic chromophores and are therefore important pr
typical systems for understanding the influence of the s
10750021-9606/98/109(24)/10754/13/$15.00
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rounding on the photophysical properties and reactivity
ions in solution. ZEKE spectroscopy of the RgX2 diatomics
yields accurate pair potentials, which are needed as a reli
basis to quantitatively assess the structure, energetics
dynamics of larger halide clusters,18,19 as well as the impor-
tance of many-body effects in these and related system18

From a more practical standpoint the RgX2 interaction po-
tentials determine the transport properties of halide ions
rare gases, and are, for instance, important for the un
standing and modeling of processes in plasmas and
charges.

As far as the XeI2 anion is concerned, the only exper
mental information available so far comes from photoel
tron spectra and photodetachment action spectra of Ch
novsky and co-workers, who obtained electron bindi
energies for XenI2 clusters up ton512.20 However, no ex-
perimental data on the interaction potential of XeI2 exist,
and the only available information in this respect comes fr
coupled cluster calculations,21 the scaled electron ga
theory,22 and various~semi-!empirical models.23–26

The interactions in neutral RgX complexes are partic
larly interesting, because they represent textbook exam
of open shell – closed shell interactions. Three molecu
electronic states arise from the2P halogen atom–rare ga
interaction, as shown in Fig. 1.27,28 The lower2P3/2 state is
split by the electrostatic interaction into two componen
corresponding to the two possible projections of the to
electronic angular momentumV along the internuclear axis
V51/2 ~the X1/2 state or ‘‘X’’ state in the notation used
here! and V53/2 ~the I3/2 or ‘‘I’’ state!. The upper2P1/2

halogen spin-orbit state correlates with theII 1/2 state
~5‘‘ II ’’ state! in the complex (V51/2).

Although these interactions are in general fairly wea
especially when compared to chemical forces in reactive p
cesses, their influence on reaction dynamics can be sig
cant, as shown in recent quantum mechanical and quasi
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sical trajectory calculations of the ‘‘one-atom cage effect’’
I2Ar~B!.29,30 A detailed characterization of such interactio
is therefore highly desirable.

The practical importance of several members of the n
tral RgX series originates from their use in excimer las
~the most prominent examples being XeCl, ArF, and Kr!.
The lasing process is due to transitions between electr
cally excited, deeply bound charge transfer states~‘‘
Rg1X2’’ ! and the repulsive wall of the weakly bound cov
lent ground states.

In the case of XeI the strongest of these transitionsX
←B) has been studied extensively in emission, and was
observed by Ewing and Brau.31 In a subsequent study, Tel
inghuisen et al.32 recorded the strong diffuse ultraviole
emission bands, and quantitatively analyzed the spectrum
the first time, treating the transition from theB to theX state
as bound-free. This yielded the curvature and slope of thX
state potential in the Franck-Condon region, the latter be
apparently steeper than the estimate given by Ewing
Brau.

In a subsequent study, Casassaet al.33 observed theII
←B transition in emission for the first time: however, n
potential function for theII state could be extracted from th
experiment. A detailed analysis of the XeI emission sp
trum was carried out by Tamagakeet al.34 From the simula-
tion of their spectra they extracted very approximate pot
tials for theX, I, andII states, which were constructed fro
a combination of earlierab initio results35 and an additional
dispersion term.

Lee and co-workers36 determined elastic differentia

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of potential energy levels involved in the p
todetachment of rare gas halides (RgX2). The energetic relations among th
atomic and molecular anion and neutral electronic states are shown. F
description of the various quantities see Sec. IV B.
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cross sections~DCS! for collisions between I(2P3/2) and
Xe(1S0) in a crossed molecular beams experiment. The m
sured DCS contain contributions from theX and I states.
Individual potential curves for these states were theref
determined by an appropriate mathematical inversion pro
dure. For theX andI states they extracted well depths of 24
cm21 and 168 cm21, respectively. However, no informatio
on the II state could be obtained, because the higher2P1/2

spin-orbit state of iodine is not populated under their expe
mental conditions.

Jones et al.37 measured photoassociation spectra
Xe–I collision pairs. Unfortunately, their bound-free simul
tions of the highly structured spectra neglected the shalloX
state well found in the scattering study. The most rec
investigation of XeI came from Tellinghuisen’s laboratory38

where theX←B emission spectrum was recorded for t
single isotopomer136Xe127I with much higher resolution than
in their previous work.32 Their study confirmed that this tran
sition is primarily bound-free. However, extensive weak
brational structure was also found on top of the broad em
sion, originating from transitions between higher vibration
levels of theB state and the bound region of theX state. This
study yielded a complete potential curve for theX state, un-
ambiguously showing that it possesses a well depth o
least 267 cm21, already exceeding the well depth extract
from the scattering study. Due to uncertainties in the vib
tional level numbering, the well may be even deeper.

The results reported here provide a more complete v
of the anion and neutral potentials. Anion ZEKE spectro
copy is a very powerful tool in this respect, because pho
detachment from the XeI2 anion allows us to extract detaile
information about the anion, as well as the neutralX, I, andII
states. The capability of probing the anion andII states is
particularly important due to the almost total lack of spect
scopic information.

We have organized this paper as follows: In Sec. II
briefly describe the experimental setup used for studying
XeI2 anion, and in Sec. III our ZEKE spectra are presen
and complete assignments are given. Section IV deals w
the construction of model potentials for fitting the vibration
and rotational contours of the ZEKE spectra. Finally, in S
V we compare our potentials to the available data from t
oretical calculations and~semi-!empirical approaches. Spe
cial attention is paid to the observed relative intensities of
transitions to the different neutral electronic states in
ZEKE spectra. We also present XeI2 anion photoelectron
spectra recorded for comparison with the ZEKE results
the X and I states.

II. EXPERIMENT

The anion zero electron kinetic energy~ZEKE! spec-
trometer has been described in detail previously,12,39–41and
only the specific details relevant to this study will be cons
ered here. Briefly, XeI2 anions are generated by passing
mixture of 10%–20% Xe in Ar over CH3I ~0 °C!, which is
then expanded into vacuum through a 0.5 mm aperture
pulsed valve~General Valve Series 9!, typically applying a
backing pressure of 10–30 psi.

-

r a
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The expansion is crossed just in front of the valve by
1 keV electron beam. Anions are formed through dissoc
tive attachment~and other secondary processes!, and un-
dergo clustering in the continuum flow region of the free-
expansion. The negative cluster ions formed during th
processes are effectively cooled as the expansion progre
and then pass throughtwo skimmers into a differentially
pumped region. In our setup, the additional second skim
in the source chamber, placed close~1–2 mm! to the beam
valve and about 10 mm away from the first skimmer,
found to substantially enhance the amount of all cluste
especially the larger ones, suggesting an additional coo
effect.

The clusters are then accelerated to 1 keV into a 1 m
collinear time-of-flight mass spectrometer, where they se
rate according to their mass. After entering the detector
gion the XeI2 anions are photodetached by an excim
pumped dye laser~Lambda Physik FL3002!. In contrast to
previous work carried out on this instrument,12 a weak dc
field of 215 mV/cm is applied across the electron deta
ment region at all times; the negative sign indicates the fi
is anti-parallel to the ion beam propagation direction, so t
this field slightly decelerates electrons in the laborat
frame.

After a delay of 200–500 ns, the electrons are extrac
coaxially to the ion beam by applying a pulsed extract
field of 4 V/cm across the extraction region. Higher ener
electrons with velocity components perpendicular to the
beam axis are discriminated against geometrically by the
traction plates acting as apertures. The electrons w
~nearly! zero kinetic energy and the higher energy electro
ejected forward and backward on axis travel different d
tances in the extraction field and gain different amounts
energy. They therefore separate in the following drift regi
and those electrons having nearly zero electron kinetic
ergy relative to the anion packet can be selectively dete
in a 35–100 ns wide temporal gate using a microchan
plate detector positioned approximately 1 m away from the
extraction region.

The addition of a weak dc field enhances the amoun
ZEKE electrons by roughly a factor of three, with no deg
dation of the spectral resolution of 1–2 cm21 for atomic
anions. The peaks observed in this study are broader
this because they consist of unresolved rotational envelo
Also, slightly shorter extraction delays than required
maximum resolution are used in this study, leading to
slight decrease in resolution but more rapid data acquisit
The experiment is operated at a repetition rate of 30 Hz.
studying theX andI states QUI dye~Exciton! is used with a
typical energy of 30 mJ/pulse. For theII state the dye lase
fundamental~Rhodamine 610, Exciton! is doubled in a KDP
crystal, yielding laser pulse energies of about 2–3 mJ.
ZEKE spectra are normalized to the ion signal and la
power, and averaged over 2000–4000 laser shots per p
Absolute vacuum wavelengths are obtained by calibration
the dye laser either with a New Focus 7711 Fizeau wa
length meter~X andI states! or a Fe/Ne hollow cathode lam
~II state!.

The time-of-flight anion photoelectron spectrometer h
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already been described at length elsewhere.42,43 XeI2 anions
are produced using the same mixture as noted above. H
ever, in this case only a single skimmer~1 mm diameter! in
conjunction with higher backing pressures~40–80 psi! is
used. The ions are extracted from the beam and then en
time-of-flight mass spectrometer with a linear reflectr
stage.

The ions separate in time and space according to t
mass-to-charge ratios, and the XeI2 ions are then selectively
detached by the third harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG las
~355 nm corresponding to 3.493 eV; Quanta-Ray DCR-!,
running at 20 Hz. The energy of the photoelectrons is m
sured by time-of-flight in a field-free flight tube 100 cm
length. The instrumental resolution under these conditi
~electron kinetic energy around 0.4 eV! is about 8 meV. The
polarization dependence of the features in the XeI2 photo-
electron spectra is investigated by varying the angleu be-
tween the laser polarization and the direction of electron c
lection, using a half-wave plate. In this way, photoelectr
spectra atu50° and 90°~‘‘horizontal’’ and ‘‘vertical’’ po-
larization, respectively! are obtained.

III. ZEKE SPECTRA AND ASSIGNMENTS

As is already clear from the remarks in Sec. I and Fig.
we expect to observe two band systems, which are separ
by approximately the spin-orbit constant of atomic iodi
(0.942 65 eV57603.0 cm21).44 The lower energy band sys
tem is shown in Fig. 2, and results from transitions to t

FIG. 2. Experimental and simulated XeI2 ZEKE spectra for theX1/2 and
I3/2 states (2P3/2 asymptote!. Solid lines: experimental data; dotted line
best fit spectral simulation based on MMSV model potentials, as descr
in text. Peaks1 anda1- l 1 belong to theX state and peaks2 anda2-k2 to the
I state; see Tables I and II for complete assignments of all features. The
insets on the left and on the right show magnifications of the experime
and simulated spectra in the corresponding energy regions.
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X1/2 andI3/2 states. The higher energy system in Fig. 3
due to theII 1/2 state.

The experimental spectrum in Fig. 2~solid line! shows a
very rich structure and more peaks than were observed in
ZEKE studies of ArI2 and KrI2.17 We achieve complete
assignment of virtually all the features by our spectral sim
lation ~dotted line in Fig. 2 and Tables I and II!. While spe-
cific details of this simulation will be amply discussed
Sec. IV, we will refer to some of the results of this analy
in the following assignment of the spectral features.

The XeI2 anion vibrational frequency is expected to
considerably larger than for each of the three neutral
states, and this allows us to distinguish among three type
neutral←anion transitions (Dv5v8-v9) which contribute to
the spectra: vibrationalv8 progressions in the neutral orig
nating from a single anion vibrational levelv9, sequence
band transitions withconstantDv from a series of anion
vibrational levels (Dv50 and 22 are the most prominen
observed in this study!, and single hot band transitions (Dv
Þ0) from vibrationally excited anion levels. The first type
transition occurs at higher energy than the origin~0-0 tran-
sition! of a particular electronic band, while the other tw
occur at lower energy.

The region below 25 250 cm21 is dominated by one
peak, labeled1, with a number of smaller peaks, denoted
a1 to k1 , of decreasing intensity appearing toward low
energy. We assign peak1 to the origin~0-0! transition from
the anion to theX state. The prominent peaksa1 to e1 are

FIG. 3. Experimental and simulated XeI2 ZEKE spectra for theII 1/2 state
(2P1/2 asymptote!. Upper solid line: experimental data~lower resolution
than in the spectrum of Fig. 2!; dotted line: best fit spectral simulation wit
a ZEKE peak FWHM of 15 cm21, based on MMSV model potentials, a
described in text; lower solid line: same spectral simulation but with
smaller ZEKE peak FWHM of 4 cm21, corresponding to the same resolutio
assumed as in the simulation of Fig. 2. For complete assignments of fea
3 anda3-e3 see Table III.
s

he

-
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s
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nearly equally spaced, by roughly 10 cm21, and are assigned
to Dv50 sequence band transitions from vibrationally e
cited anion states, i.e., the 1-1 to 5-5 transitions.

At even lower energy, peaksg1 to k1 , which are also
equally spaced by about 10 cm21, are assigned to theDv
522 sequence band~2-4 to 6-8, the last one only partially
recorded!. For the sake of clarity this spectral region h
been magnified in the left inset of Fig. 2. Note that the reg
of peaksf 12g1 looks somehow more irregular than the re
both in the experimental and simulated spectrum, which
due to the overlap of several transitions~see Table I for
complete assignments!.

The large intensity of theX←anion 0-0 transition and
the total absence of visible progressions in the neutral or
nating from the anion vibrational ground state already s
gest very similar equilibrium bond lengths of the anion a
the X state, as was seen in all our previous studies on Rg2

species.16,17 However, the XeI2 ZEKE spectrum shows

a

res

TABLE I. Peak assignments for theX1/2←anion transitions in the XeI2

ZEKE spectrum~left part of Fig. 2!. All energies are in cm21. The assign-
ment listed first contributes the most to the peak intensity. Assignment
parentheses are additional transitions needed to account for at least two
of the total peak intensity, listed in order of decreasing magnitude of t
contribution.

Peak Position Relative energy
v8 (X1/2)←v9 ~anion!

assignment

1 25 235.9 0.0 0←0
a1 25 225.7 210.2 1←1
b1 25 215.3 220.6 2←2
c1 25 204.8 231.1 3←3
d1 25 194.2 241.7 4←4
e1 25 184.1 251.8 5←5 (7←6)
f 1 ~broad! 25 169.8 266.1 8←7 (10←8, 1←3, 6←6!
g1 25 155.9 280.0 2←4 (9←8, 11←9!
h1 25 145.1 290.8 3←5
i 1 25 136.2 299.7 4←6
j 1 25 126.1 2109.8 5←7
k1 25 115.3 2120.6 6←8
l 1 ~broad! 25 256.0 120.1 4←2 (6←3)

TABLE II. Peak assignments for theI3/2←anion transitions in the XeI2

ZEKE spectrum~right part of Fig. 2!. All energies are in cm21. The assign-
ment listed first contributes the most to the peak intensity. Assignment
parentheses are additional transitions needed to account for at least two
of the total peak intensity.

Peak Position Relative energy
v8 (I3/2)←v9 ~anion!

assignment

2 25 295.9 0.0 0←0
a2 25 282.8 213.1 1←1
b2 25 263.4 232.5 0←1 (3←3)
c2 25 303.1 17.2 2←1 (4←2)
d2 25 316.8 120.9 1←0
e2 25 335.3 139.4 2←0
f 2 25 352.9 157.0 3←0
g2 25 369.6 173.7 4←0
h2 25 385.7 189.8 5←0
i 2 25 399.8 1103.9 6←0
j 2 25 412.0 1116.1 7←0
k2 25 423.4 1127.5 8←0
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many more lines than our previous spectra of other Rg2

anions, indicating a higher vibrational temperature. We e
mate Tvib'160 K andTrot'100 K from our fit, compared
e.g., to Tvib'60– 80 K and Trot'40 K in our
ArI2/KrI2/ArBr2 anion ZEKE study.17 While the reason for
this higher temperature is not entirely clear, the observa
of more spectral features does allow a more detailed cha
terization of the anion and neutral states.

The spectral features in Fig. 2 above 25 250 cm21 are
due toI3/2←anion transitions. Onlyveryweak lines are ob-
served over the whole energy range. A second inset has
included in the upper right half of the figure, showing
magnification of this part of the experimental spectrum a
the corresponding spectral simulation. The following assi
ments are made primarily because they give the best fit
volving the optimizedI state model potential, and at th
same time are the ones that are most consistent with
parameters extracted for the anion andII state potentials
~Sec. IV C!.

Peaks2, d2 ,..., g2 are assigned to a vibrational progre
sion in theI state, with peak2 assigned as the 0-0 transitio
and the latter four peaks as (v8-0) transitions with v8
51 – 4. With the help of the simulation one can extend t
progression up tov858 ~peaksh2–k2!. The extent of this
progression indicates that the bond length of theI state is
significantly different from the anion, in apparent contrast
the X state. Moreover, the overall intensity of theI band is
much lower than expected from the simulated Fran
Condon factors alone, as will be further addressed in S
V B. Complete assignments of all theI3/2←anion transi-
tions can be found in Table II. The assignment of the bar
visible peak2 to the 0-0 transition is supported by the obs
vation of peakc2 and its assignment to the 2-1 transition.

The ZEKE spectrum for photodetachment to theII 1/2
state is shown in Fig. 3~upper solid line!. The resolution in
this case is worse than for theX and I states, because th
delay between photodetachment and electron extraction
significantly reduced to about 200 ns in order to achie
acceptable signal rates. This results in a ZEKE linewidth
roughly 15 cm21, due to poorer discrimination against high
energy electrons. The small signal results from the comb
tion of much lower detachment laser power~frequency dou-
bling was required!, and the inherently low intensity of theII
state, which seems to be comparable to theI state.

Our anion ZEKE spectrum therefore more or less sho
the band envelope, but no sharp individual peaks are s
and thus any assignment must rely on the fit to the poten
described in Sec. IV. In Fig. 3 two simulations have be
included. The middle~dotted! simulation represents the fi
using the actual resolution of theII state experiments, while
the lower one shows a simulated spectrum as it would ap
if the resolution were the same as in theX andI spectra~Fig.
2!. The simulation locates theII state 0-0 transition~3! on
the left edge of the broad main peak centered around 32
cm21. At lower energy a second broader feature near 32
cm21 is visible ~peaksa3 andb3! due to the 0-1 and 1-2 ho
band transitions. The maximum and right shoulder of
main peak (d3 ande3! are due to several neutral progressio
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(v8-0 andv8-1!. See Table III for a compilation of all indi-
vidual II←anion transitions.

IV. ANALYSIS

Peak1 in Fig. 2 yields an accurate electron affinity o
25 235.962.0 cm21 for XeI2, compared to 25 250
6160 cm21 obtained from the photoelectron spectrum
Cheshnovsky and co-workers.20 Note that this value is large
than the corresponding electron affinity for atomic iodine
24 672.796 cm21.45 This shows that the XeI2 dissociation
energy is greater than that of XeI. Also, from the vibration
assignments in Tables I–III we can deduce frequencies
the anion and the three neutral states. To gain further ins
into the binding properties of the different XeI species~es-
pecially the anion andII state potentials, for which no high
quality data exist! we construct sufficiently flexiblemodel
potentialsfor the anion and neutral complexes. The eige
functions of these potentials and Franck-Condon factors
then calculated, resulting in a vibrational stick spectru
which is convoluted with the rotational and ZEKE lin
shapes to produce a simulated ZEKE spectrum. By ite
tively adjusting the potential parameters the best possibl
to the experimental ZEKE spectrum is sought. Finally,
consider the uncertainties in the potential parameters
tained from the best fit.

A. Potential functions

As in previous work,16,17,36 we use the flexible, piece
wise Morse–Morse-switching function-van der Waa
~MMSV! potential to fit our spectra. For neutral XeI, th
reduced form of this potential@with f (x)5V(R)/e and x
5R/Rm# is:

f ~x!5e2b1~12x!22eb1~12x!, 0,x<1,

5e2b2~12x!22eb2~12x![M2~x!, 1,x<x1 ,
~1!

5SW~x!M2~x!1@12SW~x!#W~x!, x1,x,x2 ,

52C6rx
262C8rx

28[W~x!, x2<x,`,

where the switching function is given by

SW~x!5
1

2 Fcos
p~x2x1!

~x22x1!
11G , ~2!

TABLE III. Peak assignments for theII 1/2←anion transitions in the XeI2

ZEKE spectrum~Fig. 3!. All energies are in cm21. Only approximate values
can be given with the aid of the spectral simulation due to the redu
experimental resolution in this case~see text!. For particularly broad fea-
tures the transitions contributing the most to the total peak intensity
given.

Peak Position Relative energy
v8 (II 1/2)←v9 ~anion!

assignment

3 32 880 0 0←0
a3 32 850 230 0←1
b3 32 840 240 1←2
c3 32 820–32 790 260 to 290 0←2, 1←3, 2←4
d3 32 902 122 1←0
e3 32 910–32 930 130 to 150 3←1, 5←2, 2←0, 4←1
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and the reduced dispersion coefficientsCnr take the form:

C6r5
C6

eRm
6 , C8r5

C8

eRm
8 . ~3!

Here, e is the potential well depth andRm represents the
equilibrium bond length~5position of the well minimum!.
C6 is the induced dipole–induced dipole dispersion coe
cient, andC8 represents the corresponding coefficient for
induced dipole–induced quadrupole interaction. Higher d
persion terms are neglected, as is the small induction te
varying asR28, due to the permanent quadrupole moment
the iodine atom. The XeI2 anion potential is of the sam
form, except that the dispersion terms are replaced by:

f ~x!52B4rx
242B6rx

26[W~x!, x2<x,`, ~4!

with

TABLE IV. Dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities and effective numbers
electrons used to calculate dispersion and induction coefficients.

Atom
Corresponding spinless

state of XeI neutral ad @a0
3# aq @a0

5# N

I S 30.05a 266.7b 6.5c

P 34.57a 314.5b 6.5c

Xe --- 27.16d 202.8e 7.253f

aDerived from the spherically averagedad(I) value ~Ref. 47! assuming the
same anisotropy as forad(Cl) ~Ref. 50!.

bDerived from the spherically averagedaq(I) value assuming the same an
isotropy as foraq(Cl) ~Ref. 51!. Spherically averagedaq(I) value itself
calculated via the ‘‘hydrogenic relationship’’~Ref. 52! using ad(I) from
Ref. 47.

cReference 47.
dReference 48.
eReference 49.
fCalculated from theC6 value of Ref. 48.
ffi-
the
is-
rm,
of

e

B4r5
B4

eRm
4 , B6r5

B6

eRm
6 . ~5!

and

B45 1
2q

2ad~Xe!, B65 1
2q

2aq~Xe!1C6 . ~6!

Here,q represents the iodide charge andB4 is the coefficient
of the leading term in the long range XeI2 potential, reflect-
ing the dipole induced in the Xe atom by I2. The B6 term
arises from quadrupole induction and dipole dispers
terms. ad(Xe) and aq(Xe) are the dipole and quadrupo
polarizabilities of the Xe atom, respectively; these are giv
in Table IV.

The dispersion coefficientsC6 and C8 for the neutral
XeI X1/2, I3/2, andII 1/2 states are estimated using the fo
mulas of Koutselos and Hason46 Their formulas involve the
dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities of each interact
atom, and an effective number of electrons,N, characteristic
of each atom. These quantities were taken from experime
sources,47,48 semi-empirical approaches,47,48 or ab initio
calculations.49 The anisotropy of the dipole and quadrupo
polarizabilities for the I atom is determined in the same m
ner used by us previously for the Br atom.16 The relevant
parameters are listed in Table IV.50–52

The C6 parameter for the XeI2 anion is taken from the
ab initio calculations of Ha¨ttig and Heß53 who determined
dispersion coefficients for the whole series of rare gas
lides. Note that all of theirab initio C6 parameters are in
excellent agreement with the values published by Koutse
Mason, and Viehland,24 which were deduced via an univers
scaling scheme for closed shell interactions involving r
gas–rare gas, alkali ion–noble gas, and halogen ion–n
gas interactions. AllC6 and C8 dispersion coefficients ar
given together with the other potential parameters in Ta
V. Because the ZEKE spectra are not sensitive to the v

of

-

l

more
TABLE V. MMSV potential parameters and deduced spectroscopic constants for XeI and XeI2. Term valuesT0 are referenced to the anion vibrationa
ground state.v05zero point energy,n015fundamental vibrational frequency. Assumed anion temperature in the spectral simulations forX1/2,I3/2(II 1/2):
Tvib5160 ~160! K andTrot5100 ~130! K. Error bars~6! estimated from multiparameter sensitivity analysis as described in text. Parameters given with
digits than are significant to prevent round-off errors. Scattering data also given for comparison.

X1/2 X1/2a I3/2 I3/2a II 1/2 Anion

T0 @cm21# 25 235.9 ~2.0! --- 25 295.9 ~3.0! --- 32 880 ~5! 0
v0 @cm21# 11.98 9.72 10.74 10.21 10.75 16.50
n01 @cm21# 23.06 19.3 20.18 19.5 21.16 32.45
e @meV#b 33.07 29.9 25.06 20.8 27.48 103.2
Rm @Å#c 4.049 4.30 4.34 4.60 4.24 4.09
b1 16.889628.455 66•R 4.40 7.20 ~0.15! 7.10 5.20 ~0.15! 3.79 ~0.15!

11.420 29•R2~0.15!d

b2 6.29 ~0.15! 6.50 5.95 ~0.40! 7.30 7.10 ~0.40! 6.03 ~0.15!
x1 1.091 ~0.02! 1.1066 1.100~0.20! 1.0950 1.095~0.20! 1.010 ~0.02!
x2 1.753 ~0.04! 1.800 1.588~0.20! 1.635 1.635~0.20! 1.430 ~0.04!
C6 @eV Å6# 185.5 ~28! 214.9 198.4~30! 214.9 192.0~29! ---
C8 @eV Å8# 1982 ~600! 1499 2148~600! 1499 2065~600! ---
B4 @eV Å4# --- --- --- --- --- 28.98 ~4.3!
B6 @eV Å6# --- --- --- --- --- 365.4 ~110!

aScattering data from Ref. 36.
bPossible systematice shift for all ZEKE potentials of13 meV per unit if theX1/2 state level numbering is off~see Sec. IV A!.
cPossible systematicRm shift of about60.3 Å for all ZEKE potentials, because experiment is only sensitive to relative differences inRm .
dR dependentb1 imperative to obtain the best MMSV fit to the Morse–RKR repulsive wall of the potential from Ref. 38.
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long range part of the potential,B4 , B6 , C6 , andC8 were
kept fixed at the calculated values during the fitting pro
dure.

Since we cannot resolve any rotational structure due
our experimental ZEKE resolution of>1 cm21, we are not
able to independently extract information on the equilibriu
bond length of any of the potentials determined in this stu
A similar problem holds for the well depthe, because we are
only sensitive to the differences between two electro
states. We must therefore refer to other experiments to
termine the absolute position and well depth of one of
potential curves. The bond lengths and well depths of
remaining potentials can then be determined with high p
cision.

Lee and co-workers36 extracted complete interaction po
tentials for theX1/2 andI3/2 states of neutral XeI throug
elastic differential cross section measurements at two c
sion energies. These represent the only measurements s
that contain information on the absolute Xe–I bond leng
Since scattering on theX andI state potentials contributes t
the differential cross section, the two potentials have to
extracted from a~not necessarily unique! inversion proce-
dure. Their quoted error is about610% for bothe andRm .

More recently, theX←B transition of the136Xe127I iso-
topomer was studied in emission by Radzykewycz and T
inghuisen~in the following abbreviated as ‘‘R&T’’!,38 with
superior resolution than their earlier studies.32 They observed
transitions involving seventeenX state vibrational levels
tentatively assigned asv850 – 16, with some uncertainty in
the absolute numbering. With their ‘‘minimal’’ numberin
they obtained a well depth of 267 cm21, which is already
outside the quoted 10% error margin of the scattering re
~241 cm21!. The value from the emission studies canonly
increase~e.g., to 292 cm21 or 21% difference, if the num-
bering is off by one unit!. Based on their assumed function
form for theB state, they obtain a value ofRm54.049 Å for
theX state, which is 0.25 Å less than the scattering poten
but still within the 10% error margin.

We use the R&TX state potential as a starting point fo
the analysis of our ZEKE spectra The turning points fro
their study are fit using the MMSV potential form of Eq.~1!,
with only one slight modification: the low energy part of th
repulsive wall from the Morse–RKR potential is not partic
larly well described by a simple Morse branch with a sing
constant parameterb1 . We have therefore chosen a polyn
mial of the formb15B01B1•R1B2•R2 for the Morse pa-
rameter, whereB0 , B1 , and B2 are optimized to give the
best fit to the left branch of their curve up tov8511.

The resulting fit employing a Levenberg–Marquar
least-squares fitting algorithm54 is excellent. For the levels
v50 – 11 theR values of the classical turning points of th
R&T Morse–RKR potential are reproduced within 0.03
and the average deviation of our eigenvalues from their
only 0.09%. This is more than sufficient for our purpos
here. AllX state MMSV potential parameters can be found
Table V.
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B. Fitting procedure

The vibrational eigenvalues and wave functions for t
anion and neutral potentials involving a distinct set of para
eters are calculated using a discrete variable represent
~DVR! procedure55 based on a basis set of Morse potent
eigenfunctions.56 Then, Franck-Condon factors are calc
lated, assuming a Boltzmann distribution for the anion vib
tional population, and these are used to produce a simul
vibrational stick spectrum. Finally, a rotational simulation
performed to fit the observed asymmetric peak shapes.17 In
this procedure, a set of rotational lines are calculated for e
vibrational band, and these are convoluted with the ZE
instrumental line shape.16 For further details of the rotationa
fitting analysis the reader is referred to our previous work17

Because of the accuracy of the R&TX state potential, its
parameters are kept constant at the values obtained from
best fit as explained before. To determinee for the anion and
the remaining electronic states we use the relationships
plied by Fig. 1, namely:

ean5n00~X1/2!1v0
an1eX2v0

X2EA, ~7!

e I5eX2DX-I2v0
X1v0

I , ~8!

e II 5eX1Dso2DX-II 2v0
X1v0

II , ~9!

wherev00(X1/2) is the origin of theX1/2 state,v0
an, v0

x , etc.
represent zero point energies,EA is the electron affinity of
the iodine atom,Dso is the spin-orbit constant in atomic io
dine, DX-I is the X1/22I3/2 state splitting~between thev
50 levels!, andDX-II is theX1/22II 1/2 state splitting.

Once all well depths are fixed, the potential paramet
Rm , b1 , b2 , x1 , andx2 of the anion,I and II state poten-
tials, the ZEKE linewidth, and the vibrational and rotation
temperature are iteratively adjusted by trial-and-error to p
duce the best agreement between the experimental and s
lated ZEKE spectra. The anion potential is constructed fi
to fit theX1/2←anion band. Once this is fixed, the potentia
for the I and II states are determined by their respect
bands. Thus, even though theII 1/2←anion band is relatively
unstructured, we obtain a reasonably precise potential for
II state because the anion potential has been independ
determined.

One additional boundary condition is introduced duri
this procedure. As pointed out by Haberland28 and
Aquilanti,57,58 the three neutral potentials are not indepe
dent from each other, and if one assumes that the iod
spin-orbit splittingDso does not vary with the internuclea
separationR ~or, alternatively, if this dependence wa
known, which is usually not the case! and given that two of
the three neutral potential functions are known, the third
tential function can be calculated analytically. The pres
fits were therefore subjected to the additional restriction t
the three potentials must yield an~almost! constantDso(R)
when applying the formulas of Haberland and Aquilan
This restriction increased the difficulty of finding an op
mized fit even further. The iodine spin-orbit splittingDso(R)
for our best set of potential parameters obtained in this w
varies by less than 0.2% forR.4.0 Å. However, at shorter
range it is necessary to allow a somewhat larger varia
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which was still less than 3% forR.3.7 Å. The deviation at
short range corresponds to a slightly smallerDso than for
atomic iodine.44 Such a reduction is not unexpected and w
also observed for iodine in Xe matrices.59 Finally we note
that if one uses two of the neutral potentials to determine
third, i.e., allowingno variation inDso(R), then the repulsive
wall of the generated potential deviates significantly from
‘‘best fit’’ potential. This also yields a worse fit of the co
responding ZEKE spectrum.

C. Best fit and sensitivity of its parameters

The best fit potentials are shown in Fig. 4. Note that
a better representation of the well region of the neutral
tential curves~preferentially sampled in our ZEKE exper
ment!, the energy scale in the plot for theX, I, andII states
~40 meV! is different from that of the anion potential~120
meV!. The anion potential is about a factor of three deep
as the numbers on the energy axis indicate. Also, for
potential curves the vibrational levels contributing to visib
transitions in the spectra of Figs. 2 and 3 have been indic
by short dashes on the side of the repulsive walls~see also
Tables I–III! and partially numbered.

FIG. 4. MMSV model potentials for the XeI2 anion and the XeI neutra
X1/2, I3/2, andII 1/2 states. Anion asymptote forR→` set toE50, so the
X and I states asymptotically converge towards the iodine electron affi
~3059.038 meV, Ref. 45! and theII state asymptote approaches the sum
the iodine electron affinity and the iodine spin-orbit splitting (Dso

5942.65 meV Ref. 44!. Note also the two breaks on the energy axis. V
brational states involved in transitions~Tables I–III! contributing to visible
features in the spectra of Figs. 2 and 3 are marked by short dashes ori
ing at the repulsive wall of each state. Note also that the energy s
spanned by the anion potential curve is a factor of three larger than th
the three neutral states.
s

e

e
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The best fit parameters of the potentials can be found
Table V, and the corresponding spectral simulations h
been included in Figs. 2 and 3. While the assignment
features resulting from this fit has already been discusse
Sec. III, we want to assess in more detail how well the
rameters in our potentials are defined.

The possible choice of parameters is highly restric
due to the rich line structure~especially of theX andI states
ZEKE spectrum!, the interdependence of all potential curv
~linked by the common anion electronic state, from whi
the photodetachment occurs!, the imposed energetic restric
tions @Eqs. ~7!–~9!#, and the assumption of an~approxi-
mately! R independent iodine spin-orbit splitting. Howeve
one might still argue that the considerable number of adju
able parameters introduces non-negligible uncertainties.

In Fig. 5 we show how the spectral simulation for th
X1/2 state depends on changes of individualanion potential
parameters relative to the optimized set. The six vertical d
ted lines mark the position of the 0-0 to 3-3 peaks of t
Dv50 sequence band as well as the 4-6 and 5-7 peaks o
Dv522 sequence band in the experimental and bes
spectrum, and aid in showing shifts in the simulations res
ing from varying single parameters. Note that the part
each curve left of the break is scaled up by a factor of five
sake of clarity.

For the following discussion of Fig. 5 we proceed fro
top to bottom. IncreasingRm of the anion to 4.13 Å~absolute
change10.04 Å, corresponding to a relative change of on

y
f

at-
le
of

FIG. 5. Sensitivity of theX1/2←anion ZEKE spectrum simulation to
changes insinglepotential parameters of the XeI2 anion. Changes relative
to the anion best fit parameters in Table V are given. The remaining pa
eters of the anion potential andall the parameters of theX1/2 state potential
were kept constant at the values obtained from the best fit~Table V!. Char-
acteristic spectral features are marked by dotted lines and their assignm
are given~see also Table I!. The part of each curve left of the gap is scale
up by a factor of five. Details see text.
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1%! reduces the peak spacing of theDv50 sequence band
visibly. If one increases the Morse parameterb1 of the anion
repulsive wall to 4.17~10.38, 10%!, the spacing of the sam
sequence band increases dramatically. This is underst
able, because increasingb1 increases the steepness of t
anion repulsive wall@Eq. ~1!# and therefore the anion leve
spacing~vibrational frequency!. The next simulation results
from a reduction inb2 to 5.43~20.60,210%!, thereby de-
creasing the steepness of the anion Morse branch to the
of the minimum. In this case the anion level spacing is
duced, resulting in a much narrowerDv50 sequence band

Increasingx1 to 1.11 ~10.10, 110%! shifts the left
boundary of the switching region between the second Mo
function and the long range multipole interaction to largerR,
i.e., essentially extends the Morse region of the anion po
tial on the right of the minimum. This results in a steepen
of the potential, and therefore an increase of the anion le
spacing and theDv50 sequence band spacing. Finally, w
investigate the effect of increasingx2 ~which determines the
right boundary of the switching region! to 1.58 ~10.15,
110%!. This is expected to have an effect only on the m
dium range part of the anion potential. Nevertheless, de
tions from the experimentally observed level spacing
found already for the 2-2 peak, and are even more appa
for the Dv522 sequence band~4-6, 5-7, i.e., the high
v8-v9 region!. All of these examples show how restricted t
choice for each anion parameter is, and the high sensiti
of the simulation with respect to thex2 variation clearly
demonstrates in what detail the population of higher an
vibrational levels allows a characterization of the anion p
tential even at values ofR considerably larger thanRm .

Similar analyses of the parameter sensitivity have b
carried out for the potentials of theI and II states. The po-
tential diagram in Fig. 4 clearly shows that the equilibriu
bond lengths of both neutral states are considerably la
than that of the anion~see also Table V!. Photodetachmen
from the anion~mainly thev950 level! therefore predomi-
nantly samples the repulsive wall of these states. Con
quently, it is found that the key features visible in the sp
tra, in these cases the length and spacing of the ne
progressions in theI and II state spectra~Figs. 2 and 3 as
well as Tables II and III!, are particularly sensitive to th
steepness of the neutral repulsive wall (b1) and to the rela-
tive position of the potential curves (Rm). However, the
spectral simulation is less sensitive with respect to the
rametersb2 , x1 , andx2 which determine the shape of th
potentials at increasingly largerR.

For sake of clarity, the foregoing discussion has focu
on the variation of only asingleparameter relative to the be
fit. We have also carried out extensive multiparameter va
tions to be sure that we fully explore the whole parame
space in the search for the global optimum. We have fo
that the narrow boundaries obtained in the single param
variations do not change very much, i.e., counteracting
viations caused by detuning of a single parameter thro
changing a second or even third parameter works only fo
very limited range of values. The estimated uncertain
from the latter analysis have been included in Table V.

From the location of the turning points corresponding
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the highest energy levels contributing to transitions in o
spectra we estimate that our XeI anion,X, I, and II state
potentials are very well defined over the intervalsR
53.6– 4.8 Å, 3.5–5.4 Å, 4.0–5.6 Å, and 3.8–5.0 Å, respe
tively. This corresponds to 34%, 76%, 63%, 48% of the to
well depth of these potentials~Fig. 4!. Because the param
etersB4 andB6 (C6 andC8! characterizing the anion~neu-
tral! long range interactions are well-established from eit
experimental orab initio data ~Sec. IV A!, and should be
reliable within the range of615% to630%, the behavior of
our model potentials at largeR should also be realistic. How
ever, the XeI2 ZEKE spectra are insensitive to the high e
ergy region of the repulsive wall which is therefore less w
characterized.

Considering the small error margins from our analys
the largest uncertainty in our potentials is probablysystem-
atic in nature and linked to the uncertainties ofRm ande in
our reference potential, theX state potential of R&T. For
example, each increase in theX state vibrational level
numbering38 by one quantum will increaseeX by about 24
cm21. The same increase will apply to the well depths of
the other states@Eqs. ~7!–~9!#, presumably accompanied b
minor adjustments of the other potential parameters. In
case our well depths are certainly lower bounds to the ‘‘re
values.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss our results for the XeI neut
and anion potentials and compare them to previously p
lished results. Moreover, the surprisingly lowI state intensity
~compared to theX state! will be considered in more detail

A. ZEKE potentials and results from other studies

The parameters of theX and I state potentials obtaine
from Lee’s scattering study36 have already been included i
Table V for comparison. OurX state potential is essentiall
identical with that determined by R&T, differing only in th
type of potential form employed~and the very long range
part, which will not be further considered here!. In contrast,
the X state potential from the scattering experiment ha
shallower well~difference.10%!, andRm is about 0.25 Å
larger. Nonetheless, this can still be termed complete ag
ment considering the uncertainties inRm of Lee’s study and
our study~both roughly610%!. The Morse parameterb2 of
6.29 is close to Lee’s value of 6.50. However,b1 ~5.93 at the
minimum and 4.70 at 3.50 Å, according to our fit! is larger
than in Lee’s potential~4.40!, so our potential rises more
rapidly for R,Rm .

Comparing ourI state potential to that deduced from th
scattering experiment, we see that our well depth is large
about 4.3 meV. This is expected, however, because our
tential is referenced to the deeper R&TX state potential. A
more meaningful comparison would therefore involve t
well depth difference between theX and I states; the differ-
ence between Lee’s well depths is only about 1 meV lar
than ours. When comparing the differences in the equi
rium distanceRm of the same states, the ZEKE results yie
0.29 Å, in nearly perfect agreement with the scattering m
surements~0.30 Å!. The b1 Morse parameter of ourI state
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potential agrees very well with the scattering result. O
value forb2 , however, is considerably smaller, indicating
less steeply rising potential forR.Rm . Although our b2

value is less precise than forb1 , because we are more se
sitive to the region of the potential for whichR,Rm , Lee’s
value for b2 lies well outside our error bars; simulation
using the higher value result in a significantly poorer fit
experiment.

The existing data for theII state from other sources i
extremely limited. The only information available com
from XeI bound-free emission spectra by Tamagakeet al.,34

which gave estimates of theII state well depth and locatio
(e510.4 meV andRm54.80 Å, respectively!. The poten-
tials in their study are based on theoretical calculations
Hay and Dunning,35 including anad hocdispersion correc-
tion to improve the agreement between their experiments
spectral simulations. Considering their additional results
theX state~17.4 meV, 4.34 Å! andI state~6.8 meV, 5.12 Å!
it appears that their potentials systematically underestim
the well depth and overestimate the equilibrium distance
these states. Although ourII 1/2←anion ZEKE spectrum suf
fers from reduced resolution, our experiment yields the fi
reliable potential for theII state, particularly forR,Rm .

We obtain more new information about the XeI2 anion
potential.Rm is slightly shortened upon photodetachment
theX state~20.04 Å!, even though the anion binding energ
is considerably larger~Table V!. Obviously, the larger radius
of the iodide anion compensates for the stronger attractio
the charge-induced multipole terms not present in the n
tral.

For comparison with previous studies of this system,
have summarized availableRm ande data for the XeI2 anion
in Table VI. There are no other experimental results to
found for the XeI2 anion, not even ion mobility data, whic
is available for most of the other rare gas halide pairs.60 The
scaled electron gas theory of Waldman and Gordon yield
much higher well depth but a much shorter equilibrium bo
length than we obtain.22

TABLE VI. Characteristic quantities of the ZEKE XeI2 anion potential
compared to literature potentials. Uncertainties~6! given in parentheses a
reported in each work cited, if available.

Source e @meV# Rm @Å#

present worka 103.2 4.09
scaled electron gasb 144 3.85
CCSD~T!c 100 ~43! 4.34
polarizability correlationsd 133 4.27
modified polarizability correlationse 123 4.17
universal interaction potentialsf 261 ~>78! 3.41 ~>1.0!
rare gas halide surface potentialsg 75 4.20
unified perturbative approachh 98 4.18

aPossibleabsoluteshift of 13 meV per unit ine, if X state numbering
changes as explained in the text, and of about60.3 Å in Rm .

bReference 22.
cReference 21.
dReference 23.
eAs ~d!, but using modified constants from Ref. 16.
fReference 24.
gReference 25.
hReference 26.
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In a very recent theoretical study by Schro¨der et al.,21

potential well depths and equilibrium bond lengths were
termined at the coupled cluster level of theory for the wh
series of xenon halide anions~and the respective neutralX
states!. The XeI2 well depth is very close to ours, howeve
the cited uncertainty is substantial. For the equilibrium bo
length the calculations yielded a value which exceeds o
by 0.25 Å, and unfortunately no error limits were given.

The results of Cappellettiet al. in Table VI were ob-
tained by particularly simple formulas based on empirica
determined polarizability correlations.23 Their values forRm

and e both significantly exceed our values. In a very rece
publication we used our ZEKE data on the ArI2, KrI2,
ArBr2,17 KrBr2, XeBr2, and KrCl2 anion potentials16 to
recalibrate the numerical coefficients in their formulas. Wh
using these values the resulting well depth and equilibri
bond lengths come closer to our experimental values,
still show deviations in the same direction as observed w
the original constants.

Several semi-empirical methods have been propose
the literature. The best agreement in the case of XeI2 is
found for Patil’s ‘‘unified perturbative approach,’’26

whereas the ‘‘surface potential’’ of Wilsonet al.25 yields a
significantly lower well depth. Bothe andRm predicted from
the ‘‘universal interaction potentials’’ of Koutselos, Maso
and Viehland24 deviate considerably from our values, pa
ticularly the well depth. Note also that for KrBr2, XeBr2,
and KrCl2 the difference between our most recent ZEK
results and their values is less extreme, but neverthe
substantial.16

In Table VII we compare the well depths and equili
rium bond lengths for the rare gas–iodine anions and co
sponding neutral states studied in our group by anion ZE
spectroscopy. For each individual rare gas iodine pair
observe the trendRm(X),Rm(anion),Rm(II ),Rm(I ), and
e(I ),e(II ),e(X),e(anion). The X state acquires pre
dominantlyS character at short range, which corresponds
the situation where the iodine atom approaches the rare
with the unpaired electron on the internuclear axis. In co
trast, theI state is a pureP state~at all distances! and theII
state has predominantlyP character; i.e., in these cases t
unpaired electron is located perpendicular to the internuc
axis. The greater stabilization of theS state relative to theP

TABLE VII. Comparison of equilibrium bond lengthsRm and well depthse
for rare gas iodine anion and neutral clusters extracted from anion ZE
spectroscopy.

ArI a KrI a XeI

Rm @Å# X1/2 3.95 4.05 4.05
anion 4.07 4.11 4.09
II 1/2 4.11 4.20 4.24
I3/2 4.18 4.32 4.34

e @meV# I3/2 13.7 16.7 25.1
II 1/2 15.9 20.2 27.5
X1/2 18.8 23.9 33.1
anion 45.7 67.2 103.2

aReference 17.
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state in rare gas halogen systems has been attributed by
uilanti and co-workers61 to charge transfer, resulting from
configuration interaction between the lower lying neutral a
higher lying ionic (Rg1X2) molecular states of the sam
symmetry. On the other hand, a recentab initio study by
Burcl et al.62 on the HeCl, NeCl, and ArCl potentials ind
cates that minimization of exchange repulsion is the prim
reason for a more strongly boundS state. It is likely that
both effects are important in XeI, due to the highly polar
able Xe atom.

Coming back to Table VII we find that in all cases th
anions have by far the largest well depths, which is not s
prising because of the much stronger attraction due to
leading charge-induced dipole term and the additio
charge-induced quadrupole contribution@Eq. ~5!#, in contrast
to the neutrals. The anion equilibrium bond length, howev
is in each case slightly larger than that of the neutralX state,
for the same reasons given above. We note that thedecrease
in Rm associated with theX1/2←anion transition become
smaller for the heavier rare gas atoms, whereas theincrease
in Rm for the I3/2←anion transition becomes larger.

Comparing the same states for different rare gas iod
clusters, we see that in each casee(ArI) ,e(KrI) ,e(XeI),
which is due to the increasing rare gas polarizability from
to Xe. However, the bond lengths for KrI and XeI are ve
similar for all cases. This counterintuitive result is somew
misleading because it relies on absoluteRm values, for which
the uncertainties are large. In general, the lack of pre
~,1%!, absoluteRm values represents the most significa
defect in the rare gas halogen and halide potentials; the
termination of these will require spectroscopy with rotation
resolution.

B. Intensity of the I3/2 state in the ZEKE spectra

An interesting feature of our XeI2 ZEKE spectra which
has been only briefly mentioned so far is the surprisingly l
intensity observed for theI state relative to theX state. To
clarify this point, we show in Fig. 6 a comparison of the
combinedX andI state ZEKE spectra for the complete ser
of rare gas iodide anions (ArI2, KrI2, and XeI2! studied by
us so far.17 While in the case of ArI the 0-0 transition of th
I state is nearly as large as that of theX state, it is already
significantly smaller in the case of KrI and almost disappe
in XeI.

Although theI3/2←anion band becomes more extend
as the rare gas mass increases, Franck-Condon factors
are insufficient to explain the trend in intensities. The vib
tional stick spectrum representing the transitions to theI state
had to be rescaled by factors of 0.64, 0.46,17 and 0.10, re-
spectively, relative to theX state before convolution with th
ZEKE and rotational line shape~Sec. IV B! in order to match
the experimentally observed intensity pattern. There ar
least two possible explanations. The observed effect may
flect either variations in the transition moments to the t
neutral states or differences in thes-wave partial detachmen
cross sections; due to the Wigner threshold law,63 only those
photoelectrons ejected with orbital angular momentuml 50
contribute to the ZEKE signal.12
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To study this effect further, we have measur
polarization-dependent photoelectron spectra~PES! of XeI2

at a photodetachment wavelength of 355 nm, because e
tronic band intensities in a photoelectron spectrum dep
primarily on transition moments. The results are shown
Fig. 7, along with the ZEKE spectrum. The energy scale
the PES represents the electron binding energy. PES da
angles ofu50° ~open circles! and 90°~filled squares! be-
tween the plane of laser polarization and the direction
electron detection were recorded. Although the resolution
the photoelectron spectrum is clearly poorer than that of
ZEKE spectrum, we observe a large broad main peak wh
theX state transitions in the ZEKE spectrum are located, a
a smaller but pronounced shoulder at higher energy, wh
the I state transitions in the ZEKE spectrum are found. T
relative intensities of the PES features show only a sm
dependence upon laser polarization angle.

To compare the ZEKE results to the PES data, the ZE
results have to be converted in an appropriate fashion.
cause of the good quality of the spectral fit in Fig. 2 we ha
directly taken the vibrational stick spectrum forming the b
sis of this simulation~including the aforementioned sca
factor of 0.10! and convoluted it with a Gaussian of 8 me
FWHM, which should accurately represent the resolution
the anion photoelectron spectrometer at this electron kin
energy of roughly 0.4 eV. The resulting ‘‘ZEKE-base
PES’’ is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 7, denoted as ‘‘Con
I’’. The X band is fit quite well, but theI band in this con-

FIG. 6. Comparison of ArI2, KrI2, and XeI2 ZEKE spectra for theX1/2
and I3/2 states. Note the considerable drop in intensity for theI3/2 state
features relative to theX1/2 state part in each spectrum with increasing ra
gas size. ArI2 and KrI2 ZEKE results from Ref. 17.
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volution is clearly too weak. However, if the stick spectru
is not rescaled prior to convolution, we obtain ‘‘Conv. II’
which nicely matches the experimental photoelectron sp
trum; i.e., theI state intensities now almost coincide.

This comparison indicates that the transition mome
for photodetachment to theX andI states are indeed simila
and suggests that the low intensity of theI state in the ZEKE
spectrum comes from a smalls-wave partial detachmen
cross section near the detachment threshold. While the
larization dependence of the photoelectron spectrum also
pends on the partial wave decomposition of the ejected p
toelectrons, it is taken at a photon energy well above
detachment threshold where the partial wave decompos
can be very different.

The results in Fig. 6 and in our previous studies of ra
gas bromides and chlorides16,64show that this intensity effec
in the ZEKE spectrum becomes more pronounced as the
gas atom becomes larger and the halide smaller. This t
correlates with increasing binding energy in the anion, a
with increasing anisotropy in the neutral. The latter effe
can be tracked by the difference in the well depths betw
the X and I states, which have predominantS and pureP

FIG. 7. Comparison of polarization-dependent XeI2 photoelectron spectra
for theX1/2 and theI3/2 states with convolutions based on the correspo
ing ZEKE spectrum. Open circles: PES spectra foru50° ~angle between
laser polarization plane and direction of electron extraction!, filled squares:
same, but foru590°; lower solid line: ZEKE spectrum from Fig. 2; dotte
line ‘‘Conv. I’’: result of a convolution of the vibrational stick spectrum
underlying the ZEKE best fit simulation from Fig. 2 with an 8 meV Gau
ian line shape characteristic for the PES resolution at this electron kin
energy; solid line ‘‘Conv. II’’: same, but the vibrational sticks belonging
the I3/2 part of the spectrum havenot been scaled down in intensity befor
convolution with the PES line shape. The PES spectra and convolution
normalized to the same maximum, and the ZEKE spectrum has been sh
down for the sake of clarity. Note the eye-catching difference of the
convolutions forE.25 250 cm21.
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character, respectively. It also appears that the intensity
the II state, which has mainlyP character, correlates with
that of theI state, although this is more difficult to quantif
because detachment to theII state generally requires fre
quency doubling of the dye laser output with an accompa
ing loss of laser pulse energy. Thus interactions in the an
and neutral which result in more differentiation of thes and
p orbitals from which detachment occurs~i.e., that correlate
to thep-orbitals on the isolated halide! lead to differences in
the s-wave partial detachment cross sections near thres
for the two types of orbitals.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In our study of the XeI2 anion by ZEKE and photoelec
tron spectroscopy we have characterized the anion and
tral potentials involved in the photodetachment of this p
totypical diatomic rare gas halide cluster in considera
detail. A simulation of the ZEKE spectra for theX1/2, I3/2,
and II 1/2 states accessible by the photodetachment pro
has allowed an assignment of essentially all features in
spectra, even those having very low intensity.

We have extracted model potentials for all states
volved which define therelative positions and shapes of a
electronic states in the Franck-Condon region with high
curacy. We have underlined this by an extensive test of
sensitivity of the potential parameters for each state. Ho
ever, to be able to pinpoint theabsoluteposition of all po-
tentials, we need external experimental information on o
of the four potential curves as a reference. In this case,
used the X state potential previously determined b
Radzykewycz and Tellinghuisen, obtained fromX←B emis-
sion studies.38

The ZEKE data are fully consistent with theX state po-
tential from the emission study, whereas some differen
between the ZEKEI state potential and the earlierI state
potential from scattering data are observed. We obtain
first accurate potentials of theII state and the XeI2 anion,
although worse experimental resolution in the case of thII
state ZEKE spectrum makes this potential somewhat
reliable than the others. Characteristic quantities like
equilibrium bond lengthRm and well depthe for all XeI
anion and neutral potentials are consistent with trends
served in our previous ZEKE studies of the other rare
iodides KrI2 and ArI2.17

Another interesting feature is the very low intensity
the I state relative to theX state in the ZEKE spectra fo
XeI2 and some of the other rare gas halides. The intensit
found to decrease with increasing size of the rare gas
decreasing size of the halide. The photoelectron spect
taken for XeI2, however, shows a much higher intensity
the I state region than the ZEKE spectrum, indicating that
low ZEKE intensity is probably due to pronounced diffe
ences in thes-wave partial detachment cross sections to b
states. This trend appears to correlate with increasing bind
energy in the anion and anisotropy in the neutral.

Very recently we obtained results for larger XenI2 clus-
ters up ton514. A preliminary analysis of the experiment
data suggests that a slight systematic increase inRm for all
XeI potentials might describe the observed trends in the c
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ter size dependent electron affinities better. This will be c
sidered in more detail in a forthcoming publication.65 To-
gether with additional results obtained for other rare g
halide clusters, e.g., ArnCl2,64 this will certainly yield fur-
ther insight into the rare gas halogen and halide pair po
tials and also the many-body interactions that govern bo
ing and structure in larger RgnX2 species.
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